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Abstract. We show how we can simulate context-based games within
the plasmodium behavior. On the medium of plasmodia propagating toward attractants we define p-adic probabilities, knowledge operators, and
logical gates as reasoning on payoffs. As a result, we consider some basics for a simulation of epistemic games within the behavior of Physarum
Policephalum.
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Introduction

In business intelligence the majority of expert systems used to analyze an organization’s raw data appeal to statistical and econometric tools [3], [8], [10].
In their possible applications they are extremely limited by some fundamental
assumptions about the characters of material laws. First of all, it is assumed
that the system of the material universe consists of primary bodies (atoms) and
their combinations and relationships described by mathematical equalities, in
particular it is supposed that each atom bears its own separate and independent
effect so that the total state is being compounded of a number of separate effects
detected in the proceeding state. In other words, in order to explore the total
state we should present an appropriate proceeding state as a machine.
Rene Descartes was one of the first thinkers who have put forward the assumption that wholes can be studied due to laws of connection between their
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individual parts described my maths, i.e. wholes are subject to different laws in
proportion to the differences of their parts and these proportions can be analyzed
mathematically. This one of the main presuppositions of mathematical tools in
science is called measurability and additivity of reality. Due to this assumption
modern physics can have obtained all its results. For discovering the material
universe it has appealed to additive measures such as mass, force, energy, temperature, etc. Economics and conventional business intelligence tries to continue
this empiricist tradition and in statistical and econometric tools they deal only
with the measurable aspects of reality. They try to obtain additive measures in
economics and studies of real intelligent behavior, also.
Nevertheless, there is always the possibility that there are important variables
of economic systems which are unobservable and non-additive in principle. We
should understand that statistical and econometric methods can be rigorously
applied in economics just after the presupposition that the phenomena of our
social world are ruled by stable causal relations between variables. However, let
us assume that we have obtained a fixed parameter model with values estimated
in specific spatio-temporal contexts. Can it be exportable to totally different
contexts? Are real social systems governed by stable causal mechanisms with
atomistic and additive features?
Goods and services have a high dollar surplus exchange value if they are
produced as a part of symbolic capital [5], [6] which denotes a non-economic
capital (such as education, networking, power, publicity, image) allowing us to
aid social exchange. Economic capital consists of any resources which can be
used for producing goods or services to obtain profit. Symbolic capital consists
of cultural values of goods and services which increase their surplus exchange
values extremely. The role of symbolic capital has mainly increased in the postindustrial society. It is caused by a priority which services have over goods now
in earning money and obtaining profits. In services there is always an appreciable
share of symbolic capital and symbolic values. In sausages or tooth-brushes there
is no symbolic values (as well as in other consumer goods), but if we take fashion
shows or cinema there is already nothing more than symbolic values.
Symbolic values which are involved now in producing goods and services
cannot be additive measures. However, they can be studied within symbolic
interactionism, the theory developed since George Herbert Mead [11], [12] and
Herbert Blumer [4]. They have stated that people act toward things based on
symbolic meanings they ascribe to those things. In turn, these meanings are
derived from social interactions and transformed through their interpretations.
Symbolic meanings are defined and studied by qualitative research methods.
Thus, in statistical and econometric tools of business intelligence we accept
only phenomena with causal connections measured by additive measures. Nevertheless, in the social world we deal with symbolic interactions studied by nonadditive labels (symbolic meanings or symbolic values). For accepting the variety
of such phenomena we should avoid additivity of basic labels.
Non-additivity of phenomena does not mean that they cannot be studied
mathematically. There are some rigorous approaches such as p-adic probability
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theory [17] which allow us to do it. There has been developed even p-adic quantum mechanics started from the publication of Igor Volovich in 1987 [27]. In
p-adic quantum mechanics, p-adic probabilities are applied instead of real ones
(about some logical aspects of p-adic physics see [16], [18]).
The most significant feature of p-adic probabilities (or more generally, nonArchimedean probabilities or probabilities on infinite streams) is that they do
not satisfy additivity. On the one hand, the p-adic analogies of the central limit
theorem in real numbers face the problem that the normalized sums of independent and i.d. random variables do not converge to a unique distribution, there
are many limit points [9], therefore there is no connection with the usual bell
type curve. In other words, in p-adic distributions we cannot build up the Gauss
curve as fundamental notion of statistics and econometrics. On the other hand,
the powerset over infinite streams like p-adic numbers is not a Boolean algebra
in general case. In particular, there is no additivity – we cannot obtain a partition for any set into disjoint subsets whose sum gives the whole set [20], [21],
[22]. Using p-adic (non-Archimedean) probabilities we can disprove Aumann’s
agreement theorem [24] and develop new mathematical tools for game theory,
in particular define context-based games by means of coalgebras or cellular automata [24], [25], [26], [13]. In these context-based games we can appeal just to
non-Archimedean probabilities. These games can describe and formalize complex
reflexive processes of behavioral finances (such as short selling or long buying).
Some important mathematical properties of this new game theory are considered
in [24], [25], [26], [13].
In Physarum Chip Project: Growing Computers From Slime Mould [1] supported by FP7 we are going to study new mathematical tools for unconventional
computing on programmable behaviors of Physarum Policephalum. Physarum
Policephalum is a one-cell organism that behaves according to different stimuli
called attractants and repellents and can be considered the basic medium of
simple actions that are intelligent in the human meaning [2], [14], [15]. Now we
are constructing a programming language [19] which, on the one hand, simulates
the Physarum behavior and, on the other hand, shows which mathematical tools
can be implemented in its behavior. In particular, we consider Physarum Policephalum as simulation model for context-based games and behavioral finances.
In this paper we are going to present some basics of context-based games
within Physarum behaviors.

2

The Growing Sample Space and Non-Archimedean
Probabilities

Let A be a set of any nature. It is built up over atoms. Its powerset denoted by
P(A) is defined as a family of all subsets of A. Let Ω be the universe consisting of
things as atoms. Every member of P(Ω) is called event. According to Descartes,
the material universe is measurable. This means that each event E may have a
characteristic number. Let this number P (E) be called probability measure of E.
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Hence, P (·) is regarded as a set function (i.e., a function with sets constituting
its domain).
The probability measure satisfies the following three axioms: (i)
measuraS∞
bility:
0
≤
P
(E)
≤
1;
(ii)
certainty:
P
(Ω)
=
1;
(iii)
additivity:
P
(
i=1 Ei ) =
P∞
P
(E
)
for
any
sequence
of
mutually
exclusive
events
E
,
E
,
.
.
.
i
1
2
i=1
In statistical and econometric tools of business intelligence these axioms are
basic, too. However, if we would like to involve quantitative methods to analyzing non-additive labels of symbolic interactions, we should avoid these axioms.
In symbolic interactions we cannot define additive measures. Conventionally,
probability measures run over real numbers of the unit [0, 1] and its domain is
a Boolean algebra of P(Ω) with atoms.
Let us suppose that the sample space Ω is not fixed, but changes continuously.
It can grow, be expand, decrease or just change in itself. In this case we will deal
not with atoms as members of Ω, but with streams. Let us denote this instable
set by Ω ∗ and call it a wave set. The powerset P(Ω ∗ ) cannot be a Boolean
algebra [21], [22].
We can consider Physarum behaviors within a certain topology of attractants
and repellents as wave sample set Ω ∗ . Physarum behaves by plasmodia which
can have the form either waves or protoplasmic tubes. Plasmodia grow from
active zones concurrently and in a parallel manner toward attractants. At the
same time, they avoid repellents.
Assume that there are two neighbor attractants a and b. We say that there
is a string ab or ba if both attractants a and b are occupied by the plasmodium.
As a result, we observe a continuous expansion of the set of strings. It can be
regarded as Ω ∗ (see fig.1).
The wave set Ω ∗ consists of streams of data for different time t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , ∞.
Let us show how we can build up Ω ∗ constructively. Suppose that A, B ⊂ Ω and
A := ‘Attractants accessible for the attractant N by protoplasmic tubes’ and B
:= ‘Neighbors for the attractant N ’ (see fig.2). The property B is verified on the
same number of members of Ω for any time t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , ∞. Nevertheless, the
property A is verified on a different number of members of Ω for different time
t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , ∞. This means that we can deal with infinite streams:
– dA∗ e := (dAe for t = 0; dAe for t = 1; dAe for t = 2, . . . );
– | B ∗ e := (dBe for t = 0; dBe for t = 1; dBe for t = 2, . . . );
– dΩ ∗ e := (dΩe for t = 0; dΩe for t = 1; dΩe for t = 2, . . . ),
where dXe means a cardinality number of X. Notice that if dΩe = p, then dA∗ e,
dB ∗ e, and dΩ ∗ e cover p-adic integers. In the example of fig.2 they all are infinite
numbers (i.e. they are larger than any natural number).
Thus,
– A∗ := (A for t = 0; A for t = 1; A for t = 2, . . . , A for t = ∞);
– B ∗ := (B for t = 0; B for t = 1; B for t = 2, . . . , B for t = ∞);
– Ω ∗ := (Ω for t = 0; Ω for t = 1; Ω for t = 2, . . . , Ω for t = ∞).
Q∞
Hence, we can study some ensembles S ∗ = t=0 St , such that dS ∗ e = N ,
where N is a stream (e.g. it belongs to the set Zp of p-adic integers). Let us
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(c)

(f)

Fig. 1. The plasmodium propagation as an example of wave sample set Ω ∗ .

Fig. 2. The number of members of Ω which satisfy properties ‘Attractants accessible
for the attractant N by protoplasmic tubes’ and ‘Neighbors for the attractant N ’ for
time t = 0, 1, 2, 3.
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consider a sequence of ensembles St having volumes dSt e, t = 0, 1, . . . We may
imagine an ensemble S ∗ as being the population of a tower T = TS , which
has an infinite number of floors with the following distribution
ofQpopulation
Qk
∞
through floors: population of t-th floor is St . Set Tk = t=0 St × m=k+1 ∅m .
∗
∗
This is population of the first k + 1 floors. Let A ⊂ S and let there exists:
n(A∗ ) = lim nt (A∗ ), where nt (A∗ ) = dA∗ ∩ Tt e. The quantity n(A∗ ) is said to
t→∞
be a non-well-founded volume of the set A∗ .
Now we can define the probability of A by the standard proportional relation:
P (A∗ ) := PS ∗ (A∗ ) =

n(A∗ )
,
N

where dS ∗ e = N , n(A∗ ) = dA∗ ∩ S ∗ e.
We denote the family of all A∗ ⊂ S ∗ , for which P (A∗ ) exists, by GS . The sets
∗
A ∈ GS are said to be events. The ordered system hS ∗ , GS , PS ∗ i is called a nonwell-founded ensemble probability space for the ensemble S. These probabilities
are non-Archimedean and they are studied in [9], [20], [21], [22].

3

Probabilities on p-adic Integers

So, in order to define probability measures with a domain on actions, we should
appeal to the so-called non-well founded sets which do not have atoms at all (instead of atoms, they have streams). The main problem of these sets is that we
cannot obtain a partition of sets in general case. Therefore we can preserve measurability without additivity. These new probability measures may be defined
on non-Archimedean numbers, in particular on p-adic integers. In particular, if
dS ∗ e = dZp e, then for any A∗ ⊆ S ∗ , P (A∗ ) := PS ∗ (A∗ ) = n(A∗ ).
Let us recall that each p-adic integer has a unique expansion
k

n = α0 + α1 · p + . . . + αk · p + . . . =

∞
X

αk · pk ,

k=0

where αk ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}, ∀k ∈ N . This number sometimes has the following
notation: n = . . . α3 α2 α1 α0 . The set of such numbers is denoted by Zp .
Let us extend the standard order structure on N to a partial order structure
on Zp : (i) for any p-adic integers σ, τ ∈ N, we have σ ≤ τ in N iff σ ≤ τ in
Zp ; (ii) each finite p-adic integer n = . . . α3 α2 α1 α0 (i.e. such that αi = 0 for
any i > j) is less than any infinite number τ , i.e. σ < τ for any σ ∈ N and
τ ∈ Zp \ N.
Define this partial order structure on Zp as follows:
OZp Let σ = σ3 σ2 σ1 σ0 and τ = τ3 τ2 τ1 τ0 be p-adic integers. (1) We set σ < τ if
the following three conditions hold: (i) there exists n such that σn < τn ; (ii)
σk ≤ τk for all k > n; (iii) σ is a finite integer, i.e. there exists m such that
for all n > m, σn = 0. (2) We set σ = τ if σn = τn for all n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (3)
Suppose that σ, τ are infinite integers. We set σ ≤ τ by induction: σ ≤ τ
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iff σn ≤ τn for all n = 0, 1, 2, . . . We set σ < τ if we have σ ≤ τ and there
exists n0 such that σn0 < τn0 .
The ordering relation OZp is not linear, but partial, because there exist p-adic
integers, which are incompatible. As an example, let p = 2 and let σ represents
the p-adic integer −1/3 = . . . 10101. . . 101 and τ the p-adic integer −2/3 =
. . . 01010. . . 010. Then the p-adic streams σ and τ are incompatible. Now we can
define sup and inf digit by digit. Then if σ ≤ τ , so inf(σ, τ ) = σ and sup(σ, τ ) =
τ . The greatest p-adic integer according to our definition is −1 = . . . xxxxxx,
where x = p − 1, and the smallest is 0 = . . . 00000, i.e. dZp e = −1.
Let us define p-adic probabilities as follows: a finitely additive probability
measure is a set function PZp (·) defined for sets E ∗ ⊆ Ω ∗ , it runs over the set
Zp and satisfies the following properties:
– PZp (Ω ∗ ) = −1 and PZp (∅) = 0.
– If A∗ ⊆ Ω ∗ and B ∗ ⊆ Ω ∗ are disjoint, i.e. inf(PZp (A∗ ), PZp (B ∗ )) = 0, then
PZp (A∗ ∪ B ∗ )= PZp (A∗ ) + PZp (B ∗ ). Otherwise, PZp (A∗ ∪ B ∗ )= PZp (A∗ ) +
PZp (B ∗ ) − inf(PZp (A∗ ), PZp (B ∗ )) = sup(PZp (A∗ ), PZp (B ∗ )). Let us exemplify this property by 7-adic probabilities. Let PZp (A∗ ) = . . . 323241
and PZp (B ∗ ) = . . . 354322 in 7-adic metrics. Then PZp (A∗ ) + PZp (B ∗ )
= ...010563; inf(PZp (A∗ ), PZp (B ∗ )) = . . . 323221; (PZp (A∗ ) + PZp (B ∗ )) −
inf(PZp (A∗ ), PZp (B ∗ )) = sup(PZp (A∗ ), PZp (B ∗ )) = . . . 354342.
– PZp (¬A∗ ) = −1 − PZp (A∗ ) for all A∗ ⊆ Ω ∗ , where ¬A∗ = Ω ∗ \ A∗ .
– Relative probability functions PZp (A∗ |B ∗ ) ∈ Qp are characterized by the
following constraint:
PZp (A∗ |B ∗ ) = −

T
PZp (A∗ B ∗ )
,
PZp (B ∗ )

where PZp (B ∗ ) 6= 0 and PZp (A∗ ∩ B ∗ ) = inf(PZp (A∗ ), PZp (B ∗ )).
The main originality of those probabilities is that conditions 2, 3 are independent. As a result, in a probability space hΩ ∗ , PZp i some Bayes’ formulas do
not hold in the general case [21].
Thus, in defining p-adic probability measures the following axioms are used
instead of Kolmogorov’s axioms mentioned above [21]:
Axiom 1 (measurability) 0 ≤ PZp (E ∗ ) ≤ −1. According to this axiom, the
universe of social interactions is measurable.
Axiom 2 (certainty) PZp (Ω ∗ ) = −1. There is a certain knowledge about the
whole. This axiom says that given enough information, the status of any
event can be defined as certain. Otherwise, we face randomness, i.e. probability distributions representing our own lack of information.
Axiom 3 (non-additivity)
PZp (

∞
[

i=1

∞

Ei∗ ) = sup PZp (Ei∗ )
i=1
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PZp (

∞
\

i=1

∞

Ei∗ ) = inf PZp (Ei∗ )
i=1

This means that I cannot divide the social universe into atoms. So, probability distributions cannot have additivity. Thus, data in symbolic interactions
are randomized in non-Archimedean numbers and non-additively.

4

Knowledge Operators for Physarum Policephalum

Suppose we have a set of N agents, call them i = 1, . . . , N . In the Physarum
topology, active zones of plasmodia are considered agents. In the example of fig.1
we have 33 agents. Agent i’s knowledge structure is a function Pi which assigns
to each ω ∈ Ω ∗ a non-empty subset of Ω ∗ , so that each world ω belongs to one
or more elements of each Pi , i.e. Ω ∗ is contained in a union of Pi , but Pi are
not mutually disjoint. Then Pi (ω) is called i’s knowledge state at ω. This means
that if the true state is ω, the individual only knows that the true state is in
Pi (ω).
We can interpret Pi (ω) probabilistically as follows: Pi (ω) = {ω 0 : PZi p (ω 0 |ω) >
0}. Evidently that PZi p (ω|ω) > 0 for all ω ∈ Ω ∗ , therefore for all ω ∈ Ω ∗ ,
ω ∈ Pi (ω).
Now we consider the relation A∗ ⊆ Pi (ω), where A∗ ⊆ Ω ∗ , as the statement
that at ω agent i accepts the performance A∗ , i.e. ω 0 ∈ A∗ for all states ω 0 that
i considers possible at ω (for more details see [24], [25]):
Ki A∗ = {ω : A∗ ⊆ Pi (ω)}.
Let Bi∗ mean ‘Attractants occupying by agent i’. In fig.1(b) we can detect 33
agents. After several steps, we expect fusions of all protoplasmic tubes so that in
fig.1(f) all attractants are occupying by all agents. Does it mean that we observe
a union of Bi∗ ? No, it does not. We face just the situation that since a time step
t = k the sets Bi∗ are intersected. Let Ci∗ mean ‘Attractants accessible for the
attractant Ni ’. Assume, ω ∈ Bi∗ and ω 0 ∈ Ci∗ . Evidently, PZi p (ω 0 |ω) > 0. As a
consequence, we assume according to our definitions that each agent i knows ω
at ω 0 and knows ω 0 at ω.
Martin Grube has performed promising experiments showing that there are
cases when sets Bi∗ (:= ‘Attractants occupying by agent i’) are disjoint. Let us
suppose that we have only two agents. The first is presented by usual Physarum
plasmodia. The second by its modification called PhyX plasmodia. Physarum
grows definitely faster than PhyX and overtakes more flakes at the same time
than the latter (see fig.3). Only if the inoculum was “fatter” for PhyX, PhyX
might grow faster. Moreover, if the invasive growth front of PhyX is well nourished by oat it easily overgrows the opposing tube system of Physarum. So, at
the microscopic level we can find out that in most observations Physarum could
grow into branches of PhyX, while PhyX could grow over Physarum strands. We
can see that somehow Physarum feeds on small branches of PhyX (see fig.4).
Thus, in case of Physarum and PhyX we observe a competition in the small
branches. For them some knowledge operators are disjoint.
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Fig. 3. The experiment with two agents: fronts of growing pseudopodia of Physarum
and PhyX.

Fig. 4. Experiment with two agents: Physarum could grow into branches of PhyX.
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Reflexive Games for Physarum Policephalum

Attractants may be regarded as payoffs for Physarum. Notice that we can always
define a zero-sum game for Physarum and PhyX. Plasmodia occupy attractants
step by step. By different localizations of attractants we can affect on Physarum
motions differently. These localizations combined with different intensity of attractants are stimuli for Physarum motions. We can interpret these stimuli as
Boolean functions on payoffs. For example, we can define the following simplest
logical gates:
– The AND gate (Physarum conjunction), the serial connection of contacts.
Plasmodium P follows conjunction A1 ∧ A2 if and only if it achieves both
attractants A1 and A2 , i.e. plasmodium is attracted to A1 , when it is placed
in its region of influence, then it is is attracted by A2 in the region of its
influence. If we have deactivated at least one of the attractants A1 , A2 ,
plasmodium cannot achieve conjunction A1 ∧ A2 , i.e. the latter is false (see
fig.5).

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 5. States of the AND gate for all input combinations of Ax1 and Ax2 with one
output Ay .

– The OR gate (Physarum disjunction), the parallel connection of contacts.
Plasmodium P follows disjunction A1 ∨A2 if and only if one of the attractants
A1 or A2 or both are occupied by plasmodium. In case of deactivation of
both attractant A1 and attractant A2 plasmodium cannot start from the
initial position. This means that A1 ∨ A2 is false (see fig.6).
– The NOT gate (Physarum negation). Plasmodium P follows negation ¬A1 if
and only if its behavior is simulated by the repellent R before the attractant
A1 , which avoids plasmodium to be attracted by A1 (see fig.7).
Plasmodia perform logical gates to fulfill Boolean functions on payoffs. Games
constructed on reasoning on payoffs are called reflexive [24], [25], [26], [13]. And
some of them can be simulated by means of the Physarum behavior.
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Fig. 6. States of the OR gate for all input combinations of Ax1 and Ax2 with one
output Ay .

a)

b)

Fig. 7. States of the NOT gate for all input combinations.
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